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Automatically Unaware: Using Data Analytics
to Detect Physiological Markers of Cybercrime
Nancy Mogire1, Randall K. Minas2, and Martha E. Crosby3
Abstract—Cybercrime investigation is reliant on availability of adequate and valid digital artifacts useable for reconstructing
security incidents or triangulating other available information to make it useful. Various operational artifacts of computer
systems, networks and software have been studied and gradually applied as forensic evidence. However the scope of studies
on human-generated artifacts as forensic evidence has been limited mostly focusing on surveillance images, with DNA
deposits being widely studied via older forensic ﬁelds. We present the case that further focus on human-centric evidence in
form of physiological measurements is useful in triangulating other evidence as well as in making some direct inferences. In
this concept paper: we pair electroencephalography (EEG) with change point detection algorithms to conceptually model the
acquisition and processing of EEG signals into forensic artifacts; propose continuous data reduction and packaging to keep
the system forensic-ready; suggest a schema for validating such artifacts towards their applicability as forensic evidence; and
model a study to be used in testing the conceptual model. This work contributes to cybersecurity research by highlighting
human-generated artifacts as a forensic big data resource and presenting a methodology for harnessing the data to turn it into
useful information.
Index Terms—Digital Forensics, Forensics Artifacts, Physiological Measures, Electroencephalography
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INTRODUCTION

CYBERCRIME, crimes that are committed electronically,
take various forms. Often, the computer is either a tool or
a target. The two aspects have sometimes been
categorized
broadly
as
computer-enabled
and
computer-dependent crimes [1]. The increase in
cybercrime over the past decades has been staggering,
including including increased ﬁnancial scams, child
pornography, illegal gambling, cyber bullying, espionage,
system vandalism using viruses and election interference
[2]. The proliferation of cybercrime over the years led to
the growth of computer forensics as a new forensic ﬁeld.
Forensics involves acquisition and analysis of
relevant data for application as evidence in legal or civil
cases. There are many informational artifacts in networks
including network activity metadata, system status and
usage details as well as software activity data. However,
there is also seemingly untapped data from the human
component of the computing system. Some of this has
been utilized (e.g., DNA and camera footage), yet the
power of psychophysiological data of individuals has
remained largely unexplored in forensics.
There are many forms of psychophysiological data,
including skin conductance, heart rate, and eye
movement data. These forms of psychophysiology have
been used in the forensics ﬁeld for years, but have not
been used extensively to detect computer crimes. In
addition,
electroencephalography
(EEG)
provides
electrical data present at the scalp that elucidates aspects
of cognition and emotion. These physiological measures
have been unharnessed in their ability to provide large
data sets through which forensics of computer-based
crimes might be detected. The power
of
psychophysiological data is that it is diﬃcult and often,

impossible for the user to disguise their behavior as it is
preconscious.
Building oﬀ Kahneman’s research [3]. System 1 is
the unconscious automatic cognition that is immediate
and reactive, making decisions in less than a second, and
System 2 is the deliberate, thoughtful process found in
theories. Most researchers conclude that much human
behavior is driven by System 1, with some believing that
most behavior is controlled by System 1 [3, 4]. The exact
amount of behavior controlled by System 1 is debatable
and lies beyond the scope of this paper. However, the key
point from this research is that most researchers studying
dual process cognition would agree that a meaningful
amount of behavior is controlled by System 1 cognition.
The key takeaway is that the cybercriminal is unable to
readily hide their System 1 behavior as much of it is
unconscious. This provides a valuable pathway for data
analytics to be combined with psychophysiological
measurement to identify events related to cybercrime.
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BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Digital Forensics
Digital forensics is a term often used interchangeably with
computer forensics but that has evolved to cover
investigation of all kinds of devices capable of storing
data [5] . The term has been deﬁned as the science of
locating, extracting, and analyzing of data from diﬀerent
devices, for use by specialists who interpret such data for
application as legal evidence [5] . The end goal is to be
able to use such evidence in legal testimony that is
admissible in a court of law. Such data can also be used in

internal corporate investigations. Applications of
evidence include attribution of actions towards suspected
sources, conﬁrming of alibis or statements, determination
of intent and authentication of documents[5] . One of the
key considerations in digital forensics is how to collect
evidence without altering its contents so as to sustain its
admissibility in court. various methods of collecting
digital evidence and the attendant issues are discussed in
[6].

2.1 Examples of Digital Evidence
System based evidence: This included both volatile or
non-volatile data. Volatile data includes system date and
time, open TCP and UDP ports and logged on users.
Non-volatile data includes operating system version, user
accounts and the auditing policy [6].
Network artefacts: can also be used as digital evidence.
These include session information, alerts, content
transmitted over networks such headers and payload in a
data packet as well as network statistics e.g. how many
packets are transmitted, source and destination [6].
User information stored in devices: including wearable
computing, contains various artifacts such as: Paired
device information, voice commands, Bluetooth packet
data, text message notiﬁcations and recent tasks [7]. The
authors note that some of this data requires root access to
the device in order to acquire it, which in turn causes a
factory reset on the device. With a factory reset, the data
may not be admissible as evidence.

2.2 Evidence Acquisition
Forensic investigation can be summarized in ﬁve steps:
Collection of evidence, Preservation and transportation to
analysis site, Identiﬁcation of evidence and planning of
processing, Analysis of evidence, Presentation via reports
[5]. The focus of our work relates to the collection or
acquisition stage.
Collection of evidence often involves seizure, imaging
and analysis of digital media [5] . Neuner et al [8] discuss
that one of the major problems of digital forensic data
collection process is the need for redundancy. As they
discuss, NIST SP-800-86 recommends the use of a
working copy and retention of a backup copy in case data
becomes tainted during analysis. These needs increase
both time and storage space overhead. The solution
proposed is the reduction of a working copy by removing
unnecessary and duplicate ﬁles.

2.3 Anti-forensics
Anti-forensics has been deﬁned as
“Attempts to
negatively aﬀect the existence, amount, and/or quality of
evidence from a crime scene, or make the examination of
evidence diﬃcult or impossible to conduct ” [9]. There are
several anti-forensic techniques including physical
destruction of devices, tampering with log ﬁles, data
hiding, signature masking. However, as discussed in [5],
many of them require more advanced computing
knowledge. They also present various suggestions of
mitigations for these anti-forensic techniques. As they

discuss, another redeeming factor is that the lack of
evidence is evidence itself provided the investigators can
detect the absence of data that should be present. The
nature of artifacts determines whether it easy or diﬃcult
to detect an absence.

2.4 Digital Forensic Readiness of a System
As Endicott-Popovsky [10] discusses, when incidents
happen in networks, the organization can ﬁnd itself in the
dilemma between preserving the state for forensic
acquisition and quickly restoring the network. If the
organization is not ready for forensic data acquisition
then the time and cost may be to great. In that case, the
organization may choose to focus on restoring the
network which may could diminish the forensic value of
relevant ﬁles.
Carrier and Spaﬀord [11] present a model for forensic
readiness. Their model consists of three phases: the ﬁrst
one is initial readiness which entails setting up of forensic
logging, developing and testing tools. The next one is the
deployment which entails detection of incidents followed
by systematic veriﬁcation which may lead to the opening
of a crime scene investigation if necessary. Following that
is investigation which involves searching for evidence
and reconstructing events. The ﬁnal step is the
presentation of the evidence and documentation.
Kazadi and Jazri,[12] present another version of
readiness framework: Their framework begins with risk
assessment to identify the most critical data points;
development of security policy for protection of software
tools used in collecting evidence data and setting of
quality standards regarding such tools e.g. audit
schedules. The readiness phase then continues to selection
of data collection software tools and other equipment
such as surveillance cameras and biometric devices. The
second phase involves operations decisions such as the
sensor placements based on the previously assessed risks.
After this point, the data is logged based on predeﬁned
rules, after which it is preserved and stored in case it is
needed. The stored logs are later processed for deletion
based on a preset time policy. The deletion phase involves
analysis and report generation before authorized deletion.

2.5 Validating forensic artifacts
Palmer [13] discusses that validity of evidence must be
ascertained before it can be considered judicious and
reliable in a legal argument. They further discuss that
validating digital evidence requires veriﬁcation of the
relevant parts of such evidence including how it is
created, processed, stored and transferred, so as to
establish a conﬁdence level and hence a value for the
inferences drawn from such evidence. If validity of such
evidence cannot be established then its weight can be at
best diminished and at worst negated.
Factors that can aﬀect validity of evidence include;
evidence taken out of context or misinterpreted,
misleading or false evidence, failure to identify relevant
errors and diﬃculty in reconstructing the evidence when
questions are raised during the validation process [13,14].
Boddington et al [15] discuss that evidence validation
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requires a chain of proof assertions made for such
evidence. For each assertion made for the validity of the
evidence, a stronger negative assertion may exist in which
case such evidence may be weakened. The authors give
an example of an assertion <<data was overwritten by virus
scanner>> which gets negated by: <<ﬁle creation date is
unchanged>>.
An investigator can use a checklist that is
artifact-speciﬁc to run a piece of forensic data through an
assertion chain and thereby make a claim to its validity or
invalidity.

2.6 Physiological Artifacts for Digital Forensics
Mobile phone swipe gestures have been considered as a
source of forensic data by Mondal and Bours[16] who
employ a continuous identiﬁcation [CI] model to
continually verify the user. They suggest that in a closed
user group, apart from detecting that an unauthorised
user is on the phone and locking it, the system can also
attempt to identify the adversary and store the
information for evidential use. They note that this may be
the ﬁrst application of biometric information for
continuous identiﬁcation[CI]. The forensic angle of their
work is that they obtain the identity of the intruder and
store it as evidence. As they discuss, their focus is the
protection of the system which entails locking the phone
as soon as an unauthorized user is detected. The forensic
extent of their work is that they obtain the identity of the
intruder and store it as evidence although accuracy of this
process as they note is hindered by the focus on quickly
locking out the impostor[16].
Other collectable physiological measurements could
potentially be applicable as digital forensic artifacts. These
include heart rate, skin conductance, breath count, and
electroencephalograms.
As an initial focus, in the next section we consider
electroencephalograms for their potential applicability.

2.7 Suitability EEG as a source of forensic data
Electroencephalography, also abbreviated as EEG is the
recording of the brain’s electric potentials varying in time
at diﬀerent frequencies per second and range from a few
microvolts to a few millivolts[17]. Electroencephalograms
are produced as a result of the synchronous action of
numerous neurons in the brain[18] EEG measurements
are recorded from scalp electrodes[19].
Nunez and Katznelson[17] discuss that EEG signals
occur and are recordable without the need for any
deliberate stimuli application. For the information to be
applicable for a desired usage, relevant stimuli is applied
and the changes are recorded as a measure of the
response to the stimuli. These changes are referred to as
evoked potentials[17]
EEG signals are unique and can be used to distinguish
people[18,20]. They are collectable and quantiﬁable by
amplitude or energy changes and hence the brain’s
responses to stimuli can be calibrated and measured[20].
EEG signal acquisition is applicable to most people
since diﬀerent forms of stimuli can trigger response

signals and this accommodates for diﬀerent impairments.
Stimuli forms include visual, somatosensory and motor
imagery[21].
Examples of media used to present visual stimulation
include the Snodgrass & Vanderwart picture set which
induces highly synchronized neural activity in the gamma
band [22]. The Snodgrass & Vanderwart picture set is a
standard set of 260 pictures drawn in black lines based on
a set of rules that provide consistency in pictorial
representations[20]. Lists of acronyms have also been
used as stimuli for VEP [21].
EEG has been utilized for brain-computer interfaces
(BCI) in medical and non-medical settings. Several
applications have been derived including: automated
diagnosis of epileptic EEG using entropies[24];
Automated drowsiness detection using wavelet packet
analysis [25 ]; EEG-based mild depression detection using
feature selection methods and classiﬁers [26]; Neuro
signal based lie detection [27]; Authentication [20] and
continuous authentication.
Several diﬀerent methods have been applied for
analysis of the data. Many but not all of these methods
involved are machine learning based. In authentication
applications, the analysis relies on a data training phase
before the trained model can be used for authentication.
Model training methodology does not lend itself to
ﬂexible applicability in a forensic data collection setup. As
Solami et al [28] discuss, there are various limitations of
these training model based schemes that makes them
impractical including: biometric data is not always
available in advance of events; the need for too many
training samples can be impractical; behavior biometric
can change between the training and testing phase;
behavior biometrics can change from one context to
another.

2.8 Change point detection in EEG data
Solami et al [28] propose a generic model of application of
a change-point detection in the case of continuous
authentication systems, to remove the need for prior data
training and potentially increase speed.
This technique has been used in detecting change
points in various multivariate time series. Yu et al [29]
applied this method for detecting changes in statistical
dependence within the time series, modelled using
Gaussian copula graphical models. The data between the
changepoints is regarded as piecewise stationary. Among
various applications, the authors analyzed EEG using
change point detection for the medical application of
predicting epileptic seizures. During the recording of the
data, the patients had experienced events that were
judged to be clinical seizures by experts. Using a change
point detection method two change points are observed at
two seconds before the start and the end of the seizure,
which is in line with the clinical specialists initial
expectations.
Change point detection has also been used in
conjunction with a smart home activity recognition sensor
data for detecting activity transitions, segmenting the
activities into separate actions and correctly identifying

each action. The intended applications include timing
notiﬁcations and interventions [30]. Their work involves a
data training phase so as to provide activity labels needed
in their model.
The non-model training property of change point
detection methodologies makes the data defensible as a
forensic artifact as it reduces biased manipulation and
chances of distortion. The data can be used to map the
onset of irregular and perhaps critical cognitive events on
the part of the user, which may also signal the change of
signal source.
There are several change detection algorithms with
various strengths and weaknesses. The method
particularly amenable to real time processing of EEG data
is the cumulative sum(CUSUM) algorithm. Below is the
general form of a change detection algorithm:
initialization
if necessary
end
while the algorithm is not stopped do
measure the current sample x[k]
decide between H0 (no change) and H1 (one
change)
if H1 decided then
store the detection time nd ← k
estimate the change time nc
stop or reset the algorithm
end
end
Algorithm Source: Granjon [31]
The algorithm has two key components namely:
detection: a decision between change and no change at
each step; and estimation: of when the change occurred.
The details of setup of both components are crucial
from a forensic perspective, in order to reliably
triangulate the onset of interesting events in or around a
system.
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I.
a.

b.

c.

d.

II.

II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Forensic readiness plan for building EEG
signal evidence

Readiness Phase:

Several parts are considered in modelling the framework
for EEG- based forensic evidence
Some forensic features of EEG and their
contextual applicability as forensic artifacts
Forensic readiness plan for building EEG signal
evidence
Process ﬂow for acquisition, analysis and storage
of EEG forensic data
The change point detection algorithm
Data packaging and reduction - to reduce data
management overhead
Eeg evidence validation schema
Other issues
A. Anticipating Anti-forensics
B. Privacy and Ethics Argument

Uniqueness to Individual: EEG Signals have
unique features that can be used to distinguish
between individuals. This property can be
applicable if the forensic investigation is
concerned with verifying that an intruder was
logged into a system.
Can show responses to stimuli: The changes
caused by exposure to stimuli are known as
evoked potentials. These can be applicable if an
investigation is concerned with verifying
recognition or recall of some stimuli being shown
to the subject.
Response to stimuli can also be applicable if the
investigation is concerned with ﬁnding out when
a unusual activity may have began around the
vicinity of the person and device under
investigation.
EEG can show cognitive deviations: There are
ﬁve primary EEG signal bands classiﬁed by
frequency. Other than that, EEG has been used to
show changes in state of mind e.g. epileptic
seizures, fatigue, and drowsiness as discussed
earlier. This property can be applicable if an
investigation is concerned with whether a
person’s state of cognition deviated abnormally
during performance if a critical task e.g.
operating critical equipment.

Forensic Readiness Plan

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

I.

Some features of EEG and their contextual
applicability as forensic artifacts

Deployment Phase:

- Identify parts of
system usage
where EEG data
collection can be
meaningful

- Collect signal

Select:
- Headset Type
- No. of channels
- Data capture
software

- Package signal
- Build metadata,
alerts etc..
- Update reports

- Process signal
with change
detection module

- Hash, compress
and store signal as
per time policy

III.

Evidence
Application or
Storage:
- If incident is
found, provide
data to forensic
examiner
- If no incident
found, retain
per time policy
and trigger
disposal
procedure
Disposal
- Analyze data
- Summarize
- Authorized
disposal

Process ﬂow diagram for acquisition,
analysis and storage of EEG forensic
artifacts
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V.

IV.

Change Point Detection

There is an initial period when no averaging is done until
the minimum window size is reached. The algorithm is
applied with an appropriate window size to the EEG
data.
The EEG data collected in the sample can be
decomposed
and
analyzed
using
Independent
Components Analysis (ICA). A common problem in
neuroimaging research results from the collection of large
amounts of data which, based upon the Central Limit
Theorem, become normally distributed. However, the
brain is comprised of discrete patches of cortex that are
very active at some points in time and relatively inactive
at others (i.e., activity is not normally distributed across
the scalp) [32]. ICA overcomes this problem by taking this
Gaussian data and rotating it until it becomes
non-Gaussian, thereby isolating independent components
contributing to the activation.
Initially, an EEGLab ICA performs a Principal
Components Analysis (PCA). At each electrode site the
program assesses which of the other electrode sites
account for the most variance in the signal. Taking these
weighted values it then relaxes the orthogonality
constraint of PCA to isolate individual components of
activation (Onton and Makeig 2006). Each ICA
component then represents a pattern of activation over
the entire brain, not solely the activity present at a speciﬁc
electrode. The number of independent components (ICs)
depends on the number of electrodes in the dataset, as the
algorithm is working in an N-dimensional space (where
N is the number of electrodes). Therefore an n-channel
EEG system would produce an ICA equation similar to:

Where IC is the “Independent Component”, w is the
weight assigned to the electrode, and e is the electrode.
The change detection algorithm that will be used for
pattern detection will take in one IC as an input at each
point.

Data Reduction and Packaging

One of digital forensic problems is the overhead of
handling unwieldy volumes of data [8]. Further,
processing data when it is already in duplicates, scattered
and tampered with is more likely to result in invalid
evidence. Data packaging and reduction is aimed at
organizing data early on within the framework of a
forensic ready system. Putting data into organized
formats can support fast and quality analyses later if
incidents happen. In this model, organization of data
consists of
incremental categorization, analysis,
decisions, metadata, reports, hashing, compression and
ﬁnally storage.
Blocks of EEG data samples collected and analyzed:
s1

s2

s3

s4

s5

s6

s7

s8

.

.

|------- t1-------|------t2----------|------t3 -------|. . . .
Using a time variable package blocks of data that have
fallen oﬀ the left side of the change detection analysis
window. After every t seconds unless event, if event,
process event details ﬁrst then package data.
Packaging involves hashing and compression
followed by labelling and storage.

VI.

Evidence Validation Schema

Validity has been deﬁned as:
“the extent to which a concept, conclusion or
measurement is well-founded and corresponds accurately
to the real world…. validity of a measurement tool is
considered to be the degree to which the tool measures
what it claims to measure; in this case, the validity is an
equivalent to accuracy.” [33] .
Boddington et al [15] discuss that validation of digital
evidence requires verifying the path of the evidence since
it’s creation i.e. the digital environment in which it was
created, processed and transferred, including the evidence
ﬁle itself plus the software and hardware used in its
handling. As they further discuss, If validity of evidence
cannot be established then its weight is diminished or
even negated.
This representation allows forensic examiner to list
the relevant validity properties to check, and later add
what the defending team may bring up.
Assertion

start

Veriﬁcation
[+1]

Negation
[-1]

Assertion
Weight

A1
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DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION

A2
.
.
Am
End

Total
Weight

Schema derived from: Boddington et al [15]
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PLANNED STUDY

STUDY: APPLICABILITY OF EEG DATA FOR
CONFIRMING EVENTS

Many problems in cybersecurity involve individuals.
Since cognition often occurs in the automatic System 1
realm, where they act in automatic mode and are unaware
of speciﬁc interactions with the system. The human’s
system 1 or automatic behavior dimension has been
largely neglected and it presents an opportunity to be
applied to forensic-readiness in digital systems.
Physiological responses to events can be captured and
analyzed to help detect events, and when events occur,
previously processed and packaged data can be readily
available to facilitate the forensic investigation process.
This application is especially relevant for critical systems
which may include government sensitive data systems or
SCADA systems which are at high risk from both internal
and external threats.
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Future Work

In this paper we have focused on turning EEG artifacts
into forensic evidence. However, other physiological
measurements can be similarly applicable. Some work
would need to be done to determine which how the
various physiological measurements can be harnessed
into forensic evidence and how such models could be
tested. Another questions that could be answered by
further work is how to deal with anti-forensics activities
such as rogue physiological data insertions and deletions
as well as the creation of deliberate physiological noise
during system usage where physiological data is
collected.
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